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Report to The Funding Network  GLOBAL KINSHIP 
 
Purpose 
 
1. This report restates the role and purpose of Green Light’s Global Kinship responsibilities and work 
and thanks The Funding Network for supporting our activity, including ongoing engagement with and 
support for the REDD+ project in Papua New Guinea. 
 
Background 
 
Definition and Scope of Global Kinship 
 
“Global Kinship is a way to mutually enrich and safeguard both partners’ worlds through a deepening of 
environmental and cross-cultural understanding.” 
 
1. Global Kinship is Green Light’s form of global partnering.  It is built on our long term friendship with 
the people of the Hunstein Range (HR), Papua New Guinea.   The Hunstein Rangers call us their ‘wantoks’ - 
someone who speaks the same tongue.  With 700 tribal languages in PNG, it also means someone from the 
same tribe.  As a sign of their trust they call us their kinsmen and kinswomen; hence our term Global 
Kinship.  A chronological summary of the relationship with the HR people is at Annex A. 
 
2. Closer to home, a number of our Community Owned WildSpace Groups have developed their own 
links with countries such as Ghana, Poland and Indonesia.  These have enabled the parties (partners) to 
share, either passively through information exchange and actively through visits.  This has given those 
involved a real sense of purpose and is very much a case of “thinking local, acting global” becoming more 
than just a statement or ideal for those involved.  
  
What is special about it? 
 
3. Since the 1970s there has been a UK-wide movement of groups and towns twinning with partners 
overseas.  This is usually based on the exchange of experience, views and information.  Global Kinship 
shares these objectives while adding a special focus on: 
 

 Environment – the fundamental importance of the natural world is a knowledge shared by all 
peoples. It provides commonality beyond the divisions of race, religion and politics. We all need 
clean water, fresh air, and we all need trees. 

 

 Longevity— foundations are built through ‘asking and listening’, not ‘telling’, and links are 
developed with sustainability in mind, to span generations and increase trust and learning year 
by year. 

 
What are the Benefits? 
 
4. For Green Light – the emerging partnership with the HR was the inspiration for the founding of the 
Trust.  It is the taproot of our efforts.  Epitomising cultural and environmental sustainability under threat, it 
brings us the global and spiritual awareness that – fused with our practical grass roots endeavours – has 
become an integral part of our USP. 
 
5.  For the HR people – it has given support in the monumental challenge of moving from hunter 
gatherers to facing the challenges of carbon trading in a single generation.  It has further provided 
empowerment to make informed decisions towards safe-guarding their 2,000 square miles of primary 
forest (equivalent to the land between Bury and Norwich).  
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6. For communities and schools – it offers opportunities for life-long community learning and exciting 
ways for pupils to explore key topics such as Citizenship and Education for Sustainable Development.  It 
also initiates new stories and encourages the creation of new traditions.  Incorporating a global dimension 
is embodied in the school curriculum.  Global Kinship opportunities are included in our Seed to Tree 
Handbook for schools. 
 
7. For the future – it demonstrates the interconnectedness of local and global; how our actions today 
will affect, not only our own children, but our partners’ children, tomorrow.  At the simplest level, in a 
country such as Britain which is largely dependent on imported wood and wood products, there are 
opportunities to help people better understand the environmental impacts of their lifestyle choices.  
Facilitating this is at the heart of Green Light’s charitable objectives. 
 

“I can’t over estimate the value of global partnering at grass roots level.  It provides an 
important force towards greater cross-cultural awareness, international understanding – and 
yes, world peace.”  Lord Judd, former Director General, Oxfam 

 
Key Issues 
 
8. Global Kinship has been an integral part of Green Light’s work.  Indeed, without the initial stimulus 
from the HR people, Green Light would not exist.  For the last 25 years Green Light has always promised to 
support the HR people in whatever they decide for the future of their forest.   As of today that promise 
holds.  Indeed recent pressures on their forest resources, with the prospect of significant opportunities for 
carbon trading, has meant that we have played a critical ambassadorial role in helping the HR people to 
receive the benefits they are entitled to.  That work, through the REDD (Reducing Emissions from 
Deforestation and Degradation) Project is ongoing. 
 
9. Perhaps the most important is that much of this work has not been widely recognised and Green 
Light may have been missing opportunities to promote its achievements as a means of adding value to its 
brand and reputation. 
 
A Framework for Moving Forward 
 
10. For Green Light Trust to continue with its Global Kinship work we believe that it should be nested 
within some specified parameters – i.e. an operating framework. The following points describe what we 
have in mind: 
 

 The ambassadorial role in the Hunstein Range (REDD project) should continue for a further two 
years (to 2015) in order to ensure that the project proves itself and that the HR people receive 
the benefits they are due. 

 

 All work should be self-financing (including full cost recovery of operating overheads) 
 

 New promotional resources and a simple communications support strategy should be prepared 
to raise the profile of the work (in the media and elsewhere). 

 

 Support resources for Community owned WildSpace partners should be refreshed. 
 

 Achieving consistent understanding of the role and nature of Global Kinship work within the GLT 
family should be addressed. 

 

 Progress and the case for further Global Kinship work should be reviewed in three years’ time 
(2016) in the light of achievements. 
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Annex A 
 
 
THE GREEN LIGHT TRUST / HUNSTEIN RANGE JOURNEYLT/HR JOURNEY.... 
 
The beginning  
 
1988 Ric Edlemann first walked into the Hunstein Range. 
 
1990 Nigel Hughes and Ric were the first whites to make the 6 day trek to and from Gahom, the remotest 
HR village and were asked by Elders to help them “save our forest.” 
 
The early years (1990-1995) 
 
GLT spearheaded an environmental awareness campaign against the imminent threat of industrial logging 
and helped the people explore sustainable village based enterprises.   The HR people taught us about their 
forest and their ancient hunter gatherer lifestyle. 
 
The middle phase (1996-2007) 
 
GLT engaged in a complex series of disputes between the Papua New Guinea Forest Authority who 
acquired logging rights, WWF who established an extensive Wildlife Management Area, and the HR 
landowners who were caught in the middle.  This ended in the courts and took a decade to resolve. 
The HR children brought huge excitement to Lawshall School with exchanges of gifts and stories including a 
cassowary egg! 
 
Recent Developments 
 
GLT has negotiated through the minefield of confusion around the proposed REDD+ Carbon Trading Project 
that includes the HR and is being set up as a pilot for PNG as a whole. It has the government’s approval and 
was validated by CCBA, the international Climate Change and Biodiversity Alliance. 
 
The HR appointed 5 reps who came to the UK to teach us how to build a traditional forest ‘wind house’. 
This was the first time that HR women had travelled beyond their province.  
 
Current Situation 
 
The carbon project is now in its first stage of operation.  The HR people support it but still have concerns. 
Nigel Hughes has been formally appointed by them as their Ambassador in negotiations at the international 
level and is finally in amicable communication with the project’s director. 
  
 The Funding Network has donated a special royalty to each of our 6 partner villages which we have called 
Prep for REDD.  This is enabling the people to practise making a community decision on the use of funds 
and practicing the managing of it.  Formerly the much smaller GLT royalty was a culturally required ‘return’ 
for the use of their pictures and stories.  It is anticipated that the legal formalities for the project will be 
completed in early October.  This will be a major achievement and Green Light’s role facilitating this has 
been pivotal. 
 
Nigel Hughes 
GLT Co founder Oct ‘12 


